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ABOUT US

Black Swan Technology, Inc. creates and structures cloud
technology derivatives. We help businesses that run on the
cloud manage financial risks deriving from public cloud service
outages. We offer the direct sale of COPA™ (Cloud Outage
Payout Agreements) to businesses that run on public cloud
computing, as well as the sale of our CORE™ (Cloud Outage
Risk Engine) as a service to insurance and financial institutions
who wish to structure and price their own versions of cloud
technology derivatives.
For more information, visit www.blackswantec.com or call +1
(800) 838 – 9079.
Content Usage & Distribution
Use and distribution of this content is permitted as long as
source credit is attributed to Black Swan Technology, Inc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION:
THE FINANCIAL PROBLEM OF CLOUD OUTAGES

In this document, we address the problem of cloud service outages’
negative financial impact on businesses, describe COPA™ as a solution,
and explain why existing recourses are inadequate and/or suboptimal
for businesses that run on public cloud computing. Specifically, we will
focus on:

In 2016, there were more than 500 publicly recorded instances of cloud
failures across more than 15 global cloud service providers. Of these,
roughly 17% lasted less than 1 hour, 51% between 1 and 5 hours of
downtime, and the remaining 32% lasted anywhere between 5 and 72
hours.

What is COPA™ (Cloud Outage Payout Agreement) and how it works.
Why existing technical solutions, such as high-availability architecture
and disaster recovery services, are necessary, but financially
suboptimal for businesses that want to manage financial risks deriving
from cloud service outages.
Why existing financial solutions, such as traditional business
continuity insurance and current cyber insurance sub-clauses,
inadequately protect businesses that suffer from cloud service
outages.
The scope of this document pertains only to public cloud service
outages. Discussion of local datacenter downtimes is considered out of
scope. This paper is also relevant to any businesses running hybrid
cloud architectures, as that naturally subsumes use of public cloud
services.
We conclude with a brief discussion and acknowledgement of Service
Level Agreements offered by Cloud Service Providers to businesses,
extending an objective explanation that they are designed more to
protect the service providers than to protect business running on cloud
services.

The financial ramifications of cloud outages can hardly be understated.
2016 saw destruction of more than $3.8 billion of business value. When
the cloud services that businesses count on fail, operations are
disrupted and real financial pain commonly manifest as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forgone Revenues/Transactions
Customer Refunds
Lost Productivity & Idle Resources
Brand Damage & Loss of Customer Trust
SLA Breach Penalties
Regulatory Fines
Law Suits

Unsurprisingly, AWS cloud service failures across all three categories induces the most amount of
negative business impact. After all, AWS is the largest cloud service provider, accounting for 38% of
the market. It has the highest average number of customers per service, such that - all else equal - any
single cloud service failure would have a larger negative economic footprint compared to its peers. By
comparison, the next four providers own 12%, 7%, 6%, 4% of the market, respectively. Over time, as
the entire size of cloud computing market grows, service failures from all providers will increase in
magnitude of business impact.
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WHAT IS COPA™?
(CLOUD OUTAGE PAYOUT AGREEMENT)
Definition
Cloud Outage Payout Agreement (COPA™) is a technology derivative. It
is an over-the-counter contract obligating one party (COPA™
issuer/seller) to render a payout to a business (COPA™ buyer/owner)
whose operations has been disrupted by public cloud outages.

How Does COPA Works Generally?
Today, when a business that runs on cloud computing is disrupted by
cloud outages, there are virtually no effective means of recovering
financial losses related to the resultant operational downtime.
However, when that same business owns a COPA™, the counterparty
(issuer of COPA™) will payout to said business a value that correlates
with downtime. In exchange for hedging the financial risk of cloud
outages, the business must pay the COPA™ issuer a premium.

Features
Payout Value
The payout value per cloud outage incident depends on two factors: 1)
the number of effective downtime hours suffered by the business
(owner of the COPA™) less the first hour of downtime (initial hurdle);
and 2) the pre-determined Lock-in Rate, which is the dollar rate at
which the business will be compensated for each hour of downtime
experienced. Therefore,
Payout per Outage Incident = (Total Downtime Hours – 1 Hour) x Lockin Rate
Example: Company Z runs mission critical operations on public cloud
computing. It buys a COPA™ from Black Swan Technology (or another
issuer) to protect itself from the financial risks deriving from cloud
outages. Company Z determines it needs a Lock-in Rate of $10,000/hr
of downtime. After the COPA™ is structured and activated, Company Z
experiences 5 hours of disruption from a public cloud outage incident.
The issuer of the COPA™ pays out a total of $40,000 [ (5hrs – 1 hr) x
$10,000/hr ].
Initial Hurdle
The initial hurdle is the first full hour of downtime experienced by the
owner of the COPA™ per outage incident. The issuer of the COPA™ is
not obligated to payout for this period of downtime. For instance, in the
above example, Company Z will not receive payout for the first hour of
downtime from the cloud outage. By default, the hurdle rate is
designated as the first hour of any downtime. However, a business may
opt to set a higher hurdle rate, depending on the business need and/or
cloud architecture’s risk of outage.

considered “consumed”, thus leaving the remaining hours eligible for
payout for the remainder of the COPA™’s lifespan.
Example: Company Z buys a COPA™ with maximum of 48 hours of
coverage for a 1 year COPA™. 2 months into the lifespan of the COPA™,
Company Z experiences a 5-hour outage. After accounting for the 1hour initial hurdle, Company Z is compensated for 4 hours of downtime.
For the remaining 10 months of its lifespan, the COPA™ can payout
Company Z for a total 44 hours of downtime.
Premium
The premium is the price of purchasing a COPA™. It is an upfront
payment from the COPA™ buyer/owner to the issuer. Calculation of a
COPA™ premium depends on two components: 1) the combination
Lock-in Rate, Initial Hurdle, Lifespan, and Maximum Hours elected by
the COPA™ buyer; and 2) the underlying technical qualities of the
business’ cloud architecture. Regarding the second component,
different cloud architectures imply implementation of different cloud
service providers, mix of cloud services, service geographies,
configurations, failover protocols, and other technical practices that
influence the risk exposure of the business to cloud outages.
Golden Metrics
Verification of cloud service downtimes is a measurement of various
golden metrics depending on type of cloud service. Black Swan
Technology is able to monitor and track real-time health performances
of various cloud services from difference service providers. Different
cloud services have different “Strike Levels” associated with their
respective golden metrics. When real-time data indicates that the
performance of a golden metric for a particular cloud service falls below
or rises above (breaches) a designated strike level, then the cloud
service is qualified as down.
Example: Amazon Web Services (AWS) offers a cloud storage service
called S3. The golden metric for S3 is Error Rate, calculated as a function
of the #Server Errors divided by the # Server Requests per unit of time
interval measurement. When S3’s Error Rate rises above its designated
Breach Level, S3 is considered down.
Metric-Triggered Payouts
COPA™ is a type of smart contract that automatically triggers payouts
whenever your business is disrupted by cloud service outages. Outages
are determined by measuring whether the aforementioned Golden
Metrics breach “Strike Levels” (see above).
Scalability
Structure COPA™s to evolve with your cloud architecture. As you scale
up or down your cloud service needs, commensurately augment
COPA™s on-the-fly. Never over pay. Never under cover.

Lifespan
The lifespan (or term length) of a COPA™ is the period during which a
COPA™ will protect a COPA™ owner’s businesses from financial losses
due to cloud outages. The default lifespan of a COPA™ is designed to be
1 year. However, depending on the needs of the business and its cloud
architecture, COPA™s can be structured accordingly to be longer or
shorter as appropriate.
Maximum Hours
The maximum hours (max) is the total number hours that a COPA™ will
compensate a business during the COPA™’s lifespan. It does not matter
how the hours of payout will be distributed, whether across a single
cloud outage incident or across multiple cloud outage incidents. For
each hour that is paid out, the maximum hours of the COPA™ will be
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HIGH-AVAILABILITY & DISASTER RECOVERY: NECESSARY BUT INSUFFICIENT

Summary
There are two reasons why high-availability (HA) architecture and
disaster recovery services (DR) are necessary, but not sufficient, to help
businesses manage the financial risks deriving from cloud service
outages: (1) sophistication of implementation and (2) costs of
implementation. In this section, we explain in detail how the two
reasons are directly related and pose as high hurdles for businesses to
use optimally. In summary, businesses either:
Over-pay for HA/DR without reaping the commensurate benefits of a
safer cloud operation, thus incurring unnecessary expenditures.
Under-spend for HA/DR due to resource constraints, thus leaving
business operations over-exposed to financial risks of cloud outages.

A Brief Primer
High-availability (HA) architecture is the designing of IT infrastructure
that minimizes downtimes in the event of cloud service outages.
Typically, this involves the use of redundant systems and failover
protocols, among other best practices. Disaster recovery (DR),
therefore, is the process by which a business would return to normal
operations if it were to encounter a cloud service failure.

The Challenge of Optimizing Resilience and Cost

Spending on HA is usually a fixed cost that scales with the overall size of
your cloud infrastructure. But the benefits don’t scale that way. In fact,
benefits only are realized when outages happen. So you can easily
overspend on HA and DR even in cases where you didn’t experience
business disruption from outages. On the other hand, you can
completely underestimate the number of outage incidents and length
of downtimes after you’ve already spent on your HA and DR. When
outages occur, your business cannot simply buy and implement HA and
DR on the spot, and the existing redundancies and failovers currently in
place were not enough to render a painless financial and operational
recovery.
This creates tension in terms of business decisions. Does your business
over-spend on HA, thus incurring higher costs, but not experience
enough outages each year to realize the actual benefits of said HA
expenditures? Or does your business underspend on HA, thus leaving
your operations exposed to financial risks of downtime? Most
professionals agree that this optimization question is rather difficult to
answer. Ultimately, it is difficult to foresee exactly what types of
outages would occur and how long the outages last, therefore, making
the optimal level of protection a flexible and ever-moving point in the
spectrum of cost management.
Over-pay for HA/DR without reaping the commensurate benefits of a
safer cloud operation, thus incurring unnecessary expenditures in the
long run.

HA architecture is complex and difficult to achieve while being
affordable. Higher availability requires more sophisticated components
that need to work in sync, cross communicate, monitor performance,
detect problems, and failover gracefully to other instances and
geographies when cloud outages occur. This isn’t free. The more
resilient a cloud architecture, the more expensive it is to implement. In
other words, resiliency and cost are directly correlated. Note however,
that they are not necessarily proportionally correlated. At some point,
spending on HA doesn’t pay off and that drop off point steepens
dramatically over time and scale.

Under-spend on HA/DR due to resource constraints, thus leaving
business operations exposed to financial risks of cloud outages.

There is a point at which spending on HA just isn’t worth the value anymore. In
practice, it is exceedingly difficult to pinpoint where the optimal scale is. As a result,
businesses often either: 1) overspend on HA thus generating waste, or 2) under utilize
HA, thus exposing operations to cloud outages and the financial risks deriving from
downtimes.
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Consequently, two behaviors manifest, depending on what type or size
of business makes the decision. Enterprises typically have deeper
pockets and would rather knowingly over-pay for HA and mitigate
whatever cloud-related downtimes may occur. Small and medium
businesses (SMBs), on the other hand, have more constrained financial
resources, and existing research tells us that most SMBs actually underpay for HA, leaving their operations exposed to the financial risks
deriving from cloud service outages.
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HIGH-AVAILABILITY & DISASTER RECOVERY: NECESSARY BUT INSUFFICIENT
(continued)
Here’s another way to look at the expenses of disaster recovery related
to Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO).
The shorter the RTO and RPO, the lower the cost of business impact
deriving from a cloud outage. However, achieving lower RTO and RPO
comes with added costs of backup systems and administrative overhead
that are not always affordable for businesses.

excessive HA and DR. That means in the long run, businesses can spend
less on a COPA™ to actually hedge as much, if not more risk, at an
overall lower cost.

Recovery Time Objective (RTO) is the duration of time and a service level within which
a business process must be restored after a disaster in order to avoid unacceptable
consequences associated with a break in continuity.
Recovery Point Objective (RPO) describes the interval of time that might pass during a
disruption before the quantity of data lost during that period exceeds the Business
Continuity Plan’s maximum allowable threshold or “tolerance.”
The lower the RTO and RPO, the lower the cost of business impact from a cloud
outage. However, to achieve a lower RTO and RPO, you must spend more on both
backup systems and administrative overhead.

We feel it necessary to clarify that HA and DR don’t necessarily reduce
the chances of cloud service outages. In fact, HA requires more service
components and processes, and naturally introduces more points of
failure. Therefore, contrary to common misconception, HA and DR don’t
always minimize a business’ chances of experiencing a cloud failure. It
merely improves the odds of operational recovery in case a cloud
outage eventually occurs.
COPA™ both mitigates financial risks deriving from cloud outages as
well as help businesses generate savings through reduction of
excessive HA/DR expenditures.

COPA™ payouts directly reduce the financial risks deriving from cloud outages when
they actually occur. Inefficiencies deriving from overspending on HA and DR are also
eliminated. Finally, businesses only need to spend on the absolute HA and DR
necessities, knowing that COPA™ will cover them for any outages beyond that. As a
result, businesses not only hedge overall risk but also reduce overall cost of doing so.

While it is extremely difficult for businesses to determine where the
optimal point of expenditure is for HA and DR to mitigate cloud outage
risk, businesses do have a pretty good sense about the minimum
necessary amount that they need to spend for redundancy and
recovery. That is, there are existing best-practice floors to abide by
when they initially migrate to or start integrating public cloud
architecture.
This is an important point because it means for anything unpredictable
beyond the minimum HA and DR implementation, COPA™ can flexibly
hedge those risks. How? Because COPA™ payments directly correlate
with actual downtimes that manifest during each cloud outage incident
as they occur.
When structured properly, the COPA™ premium paid by the business
would be significantly less than the extraneous expenses paid for
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THE INADEQUACY OF EXISTING INSURANCE MODELS

Summary
Current forms of business continuity insurance typically do not include
loss of income or other damages that result from third-party cloud
service interruptions. Instead they cover for incidents involving
disasters (e.g. fires, earthquakes, etc.) that directly damage business
properties. But when a third-party cloud resource that a business
depends on fails, it is considered outside of the scope of business
continuity insurance.
As a result, some insurance providers have begun to experiment with
covering businesses for interruptions caused by cloud service outages
through use of minor add-on clauses under broader cyber insurance
offerings. However, their implementation has been slipshod at worst
and impractical at best.
The major deficiencies of existing cyber insurance sub-clauses
attempting to cover cloud outage risks are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unrealistic initial downtime hurdles (deductible hours).
Homogenous premiums regardless of different businesses’ cloud
architecture
Protracted payout timeline and burdensome claims process
(average of 3 months before payout).
Ignores loss of expected future value/income (only considers
post-hoc damages).

1) Unrealistic Initial Downtime Hurdles
Insurance models typically involve the concept of a deductible, which is
the initial hurdle of pain (measured in dollars or whatever other metric)
that needs to be shouldered by the insured party, before the actual
insurance payout kicks in. In the case of current cloud outage insurance,
research shows that these initial deductibles range anywhere between
24 to 72 hours of downtime. In other words, your business doesn’t get
paid anything for those first 72 hours of operational disruption because
of a cloud service outage.
If you’re a major enterprise with massive resources, this isn’t a lifethreatening condition to meet. But it’s still an expensive one. Imagine a
major payment transactions platform that normally processes millions
of dollars for end users per hour. If it took a 5% transaction fee, and
transacted a moderate $1M/hour, that means within 72 hours, the
business incurred income loss worth $3.6M. But because that loss
happened within the deductible window, the business won’t receive
form of compensation.
For SMBs, the story is wholly different. Given comparatively smaller
resources, a disruption at 72 hours often spells doom (or at least longlasting and devastating financial ramifications) for SMBs. So if a cyberinsurance policy isn’t even going to protect them until after 72 hours,
what is the point to buying into such a policy? At that point, the
company would already be in dire straits.
This type of hurdle setting is a clear result of insurance companies’
cyber insurance groups not understanding how cloud computing works
even at a basic level. Given today’s technology service qualities, less
than 1% of cloud service outages last more than 72 hours (barring
extreme circumstances such as datacenters getting wiped out by
earthquakes, etc.). And businesses that run on the cloud often run
mission-critical operations that are extremely sensitive to downtimes
exceeding 45 minutes. Therefore, no businesses would ever opt to
waste money on a shoddy cloud outage insurance sub-clause that
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they know would not ever pay out. This explains why cyber insurance
policies almost never openly advertise (or dare to charge for) their cutrate cloud outage sub-clauses – because it makes no sense.
COPA™, however, implements only a 1-hour initial hurdle. In other
words, COPA™ starts to payout to customers starting the second hour of
downtime. Doing so makes it a much more realistic product that is
actually designed with business protection in mind. COPA™ doesn’t
implement an egregiously burdensome payout exclusion principle such
as a 72-hour hurdle downtime period.

2) Homogeneous Premiums Despite Different Cloud
Architectures
Even though different businesses run vastly different cloud
architectures, thus exposing them to different cloud outage risks,
existing coverage (under any single broader cyber insurance policies)
charges the same premium to these business customers. This is illogical:
why should customers with clearly different cloud outage risk profiles
be charged the same prices for coverage?
The answer is simple. Insurance companies actually do not have the
capability and know-how to accurately price cloud outage protection.
This is unsurprising because of the sophistication in understanding
which cloud services of which providers in which regions and subregions have what probabilities of failure. Taken a step further, it is even
more difficult to analyze risk of outages when a business uses multiple
cloud services spread across a variety of datacenter geographies and
providers. The issue can get further compounded when we think about
the additional risks introduced to cloud architectures depending on the
customer’s business model (e.g. end-user traffic volumes) or service
distribution models (e.g. traffic routing), among other behaviors.
One glaring example of this technical faux pas is evident from the fact
that The Hartford Group’s business cyber-insurance charges the same
price for protection against cloud outages to two different businesses:
one with high-availability architecture and disaster recovery protocol
(safer) and another one with nearly no cloud resiliency (riskier). That’s
the equivalent of charging all drivers the same insurance premium
regardless of whether drivers’ cars have airbags or not.
Consequently, business customers have no idea whether they are being
over- or under-charged for the cloud outage coverage. When pricing is
monolithic across different segments of risk profiles, it implies that the
actuarial procedures generating the premiums are fundamentally
inaccurate. Ultimately, this underscores how the current cloud outage
coverage clauses are essentially useless in balancing exposure and
compensation for businesses. It is small wonder then, that ambiguously
designed cloud outage coverage under the larger cyber-insurance
category has failed to find adoption by businesses both big and small.
COPA™ incentivizes customers who utilize safer public cloud
infrastructure through price differentiation. Taking The Hartford Group
example above, COPA™ would have treated the two customers very
differently. All else equal, the business who implements HA/DR would
have been offered a lower COPA™ premium. It makes sense, after all,
since the former has a lower risk profile compared to the latter. The
reason COPA™ can offer price differentiation on the basis of risk
exposure is precisely because Black Swan Technology has the analytical
capabilities that insurance companies don’t possess – data and
intelligence about various public cloud computing resources enabling
accurate assessment of cloud architecture risks.
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THE INADEQUACY OF EXISTING INSURANCE MODELS
(continued)
3) Protracted Payout Periods
Another practical problem of insurance models covering cloud outages
is the extended period of time between outage incidents and actual
remuneration to businesses. Research shows that typical payout
periods range anywhere between one to three months. The
ramifications of slow payouts again affect different businesses
differently. Understandably, enterprises have more resources and can
withstand this delayed compensation. SMBs, however, usually have
tighter cash conversion cycles, meaning this delay could pose long-term
negative implications on financial health.
COPA™ payouts are data-driven and triggered automatically. We
designed COPA™ to be a smart contract that automatically triggers
payouts whenever your business is disrupted by cloud service outages.
We've eliminated the burdensome claims processes that plagued
traditional insurance models. The expediency of COPA™ payouts
provides a clear advantage for businesses that need to focus on
operational recovery and cash conversion management, rather than
dealing with the bureaucracy of filing claims.

4) Over Reliance on Post-hoc Assessment
Existing coverage under cyber insurance fails because it is a system
based on after-the-fact assessments. That is, it requires an insurance
assessor to measure actual dollars of damage that your company
experiences from cloud outage disruption. Take a moment to consider
that. It means that insurance will not cover you for value that you were
forced to give up, but would have otherwise captured had your cloud
operations gone as expected.
Here's an example: Your mobile payments platform makes $100,000/hr
on average. But the cloud compute service you rely on fails for 5 hours.
Would insurance protect you? No. Why not? Because technically you
didn't "lose" anything. Through the lens of insurance, you didn't incur
damages because you can't lose what you didn't earn (yet). However,
you know from operational experience and financial analysis that had
the cloud service not failed and not disrupted your transactions
platform, you would have earned an additional $500,000. Instead, the
downtime cost you that much business opportunity.
Recount that business continuity also would not cover the above
example, because the disruption to operations is NOT a direct damage
to existing properties held or owned by the business. Again, this is
because using third-party resources (e.g. public cloud computing) that
have the risk of failure is considered outside of the scope of classic
continuity coverage.
COPA™ protects businesses for the loss of unearned income or added
costs that derive from business disruptions caused by cloud outages. It
doesn't need to measure post-hoc damages that your business suffers
from cloud service disruptions before issuing payout. Instead, COPA™
relies on technical benchmarks to determine whether your business'
cloud architecture has been impacted. If so, COPA™ automatically
triggers the appropriate payout to your business as a function of a predetermined lock-in rate multiplied by the effective downtime hours
experienced. In the above example, the mobile payments platform
would definitely have been covered by a properly structured COPA™.
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A NOTE ON SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS (SLA) OF CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS

Introduction
When cloud resources that businesses use experience downtimes,
there is typically a process by which businesses can request a refund a
portion of their bill from their cloud service provider. It is important to
note several qualifications, however.

Limited Value
First, the credit value is capped as a percentage of your businesses’
current billing cycle. However, because of the service downtime’s
disruption to your operations, your business is most likely to have
suffered losses that extend well beyond this refund value. Therefore, an
SLA credit’s economic value is virtually nominal in terms of
compensating losses resulting from cloud service outages.

Not Cash
Second, the refunded value is not cash, but actually given to your
business in the form of a future credit that’s applied to your next billing
cycle. While this may not be a problem for large enterprises with deep
pockets, it is a concern for small and medium businesses with tighter
cash conversion cycles. What good is a future credit if your business is
in financial jeopardy because of severe downtime disruption now?

Not Guaranteed
Third, cloud service providers don’t automatically issue SLA credits,
even if they publicly admit and post outage incidents. Most – if not all –
SLA terms indicate that the claiming of SLA credits in the event of an
SLA breach is the responsibility of the cloud customer. The process can
be both burdensome and long-winded depending on the cloud service
provider’s SLA credit refund requirements, which range from providing
various performance logs, operational time-stamps, and other related
paperwork. There is, of course, always the risk of claims being rejected.

Conclusion
None of the above is out of the ordinary and this is not a condemnation
of how cloud service providers’ SLAs function. It is not the business of
cloud service providers to insure against their own services. Offering
compensation to your businesses when their services fail would be a
direct indictment of the vulnerabilities of the cloud and contradict all
efforts to communicate 99.9XX% availability. They’re trying to sell your
business on their service quality, not highlight the risks. In fact, if you
read the fine print of SLAs, you will find that they specifically state that
the customer accepts the potential of cloud outages and choose to use
the cloud services at your own risk.
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